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Arizona PBS (DM)

Pamela says:  The envelope teaser is great.  This is a clever pitch, 
coming straight from "Oscar the Grouch."  I like that they list the 
benefits (one being that you'll never receive another renewal letter!).  
This is a light-hearted, fun approach.
Joe says:  One great thing here is that this organization is mailing out 
one big letter before mailing reminder e-mails.  They are saying, “Hey 
you!  You already give to our station!  Join our pre-authorized 
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monthly giving program now, before we start bothering you with 
membership letters.”

That being said, while the enclosed flyer highlights the mission of the 
organization, I would have liked the letter itself to do more to 
highlight why this organization matters and why donor should care to 
give.

Click to download this 
package
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Physicians for Social Responsibility 
(email)

Pamela says:  I liked that PSR didn't beat around the bush; they 
started right out asking you to join their monthly giving program.  
They're very clear on what you, the donor, can expect.  I’m not a fan 
of premiums but I imagine that they’ve done the research and their 
donors are.
Joe says:I agree that the forthrightness on this email was good.  E-
mail appeals generally can’t be as long as direct mail appeals – they 
need to be shorter and more to the point.  However, once again, I 
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would suggest that this e-mail include more information on the 
mission of the organization and why they need the money.  The e-mail 
content doesn’t really mention that at all, and misses a key 
opportunity to tell people why they should care enough to make a 
monthly recurring gift.

Click to Download this 
Package
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http://www.pamelasgrantwritingblog.com/MonthlyGiving/PSRMGemail.pdf
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Doctors Without Borders

Pamela says: I like how they reference the donor's past support and 
loyalty and frame it as a special invitation.  The response device is 
excellent in terms of how the ask is framed and it’s an easy-to-
replicate low cost piece.
Joe says: Great job!  This direct mail monthly giving appeal really 
stresses that monthly donors are a part of the team.  This is key.  
Your monthly givers are much more a part of your team  than your 
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one-time givers, because they are pledging ongoing support and 
building a foundation for the ongoing success of your organization.

Click to Download this 
Package
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Hope & Heroes

Pamela says:  The best part about this email appeal is that it is short. 
The images are compelling but the focus is definitely on the 
organization and not the donor.
Joe says:  In my mind, this appeal needs a better opening.  The 
opening text, reads:

Complementary medicine—integrated into standard treatment.
A Developmental Therapeutics Program—the only one in the

tri-state area. The Center For Survivor Wellness—at the frontier
of what happens after cancer. These are just a few examples of
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the programs at the Herbert Irving Child & Adolescent Center
that have been created, supported and expanded by you and

your charitable giving.

I think this is way too complicated.  The minute I read the words 
complementary, integrated, and therapeutics, you have lost me.

Instead, start with a clear and emotional tug at the heartstrings that 
makes people want to continue reading.  Something like:

Amber is alive today…

   …Thanks to you.

Go for powerful, emotional, tear-jerking, must-read opening 
paragraphs/sentences.

Click to Download this 
Package
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WWF (email)

Pam says:  I like the listing of benefits and the social media links.
Joe says:  I love the matching gift offer here as an incentive, as well 
as the listing of benefits.  However, I would prefer to see the 
organization create a strong and personal brand, rather than focus on 
“paperless giving.”  Be creative and customize for your non-profit!

Click Here to Download this Package
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Phoenix Children's (email)

Pamela says:  While this email wasn't focused exclusively on monthly 
giving, I liked the wording of their program:  Become a Monthly 
Miracle Maker.
Joe says:  Focused on a radiothon, but well branded and well 
described.  Great job!

Click to Download this Package
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Salvation Army (DM)

Pamela says: Another nice envelope teaser (Are we sending you too 
much mail?).  This one is well framed in terms of making the program 
a benefit to the donor.
Joe says: Great branding, and does a great job of showing the benefits 
of monthly giving for the donor.  That being said, I would like to see 
more about the MISSION of the organization and WHY people should 
give monthly.
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People will like the fact that they don’t get lots of fundraising mail any 
more, but they will LOVE the fact that they are helping REAL people 
live BETTER lives.

Click Here to Download 
this Package
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UNICEF (direct mail)

Pamela says: This appeal creates a sense of shared commitment and 
really draws the donor in.  The envelope is manipulative, to say the 
least.
From Joe:  I agree that the envelope is WAY too overboard and 
manipulative.  Monthly giving appeals are going to your CURRENT 
donors.  Don’t treat them this way!
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That being said, the letter itself does a good job of explaining the 
mission of the organization in a compelling way and tying it to the 
monthly giving program.

Click Here to Download 
this Package
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Animal Legal Defense Fund 

(email)

From Pamela: There’s a lot to be said about straightforward 
communication and Animal Legal Defense Fund does that well.
From Joe:  Well done, with good branding, though perhaps too much 
information cramped onto just one page.
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Click Here to Download 
this Package
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